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Rethinking Meals and the Human Body True confessions.. I've no weird cravings for carbs, sugar, or
salty factors.I'm a foodie. All of the secrets are revealed in this 350 page publication! Truthfully
though, my emotional and public connections to food are out of sync with my body's capacity to
tolerate particular foods. My entire life, my gut and my pant size thank Paula for a life transformed.
This book offered to recalibrate my thinking about food, its effect on wellness, and challenged me to
live a far more healthy lifestyle. I bought this book not to lose weight but to spotlight health, to
improve my understanding of the relationship between food, health, and even ill-wellness. Paula
systematically discussed hormones, metabolism, inflammation, meals sensitivities, etc. I examine this
book almost 24 months ago and after reading it I really changed my lifestyle and it has produced
an enormous difference in how I appear and feel. That's a win! She gives away the SECRETS!! I
enjoy eat, love to try new items - everything about food is fantastic.!!! Tempo is just a little magic
formula among lifters considered as well niche for a person who wants to get a lean body. Yet This
writer includes it!! That is an informative read chocked full of practical and do-able suggestions and
actions.!I've done the workout routines twice and will start again soon!! Fat Loss Revolution = FEEL
GREAT Solution Have you ever wondered so why you do not feel good or the body is normally not
in the form you would hope for - you workout and eat right. Another amazing book by Paula
Another amazing book by Paula Owens - the other book "Power of 4" I've read many times and
always wanting to digest increasingly more from each read. This new publication I haven't however
finished, because of my busy holiday timetable, but find myself trying to read it every chance I get
therefore I'm ready to follow it in the brand new Year!!! She's an incredible nutritionist and
Fitness/Extra fat expert. The valuable information in this publication is a lifetime lesson..!! ENOUGH
TIME Is Now Paula offers surely gone above and beyond in her new reserve Fat Loss Revolution.
Love the buying lists, dishes and the 12 week list of guidelines.! The information in FAT REDUCTION
Revolution is offered in a no nonsense format and is designed for your use
immediately.MenusShopping listWorkout routinesExercise illustrationsGut healthHormonesSupplement
suggestionsShe even provides tempo pertaining to the exercises! I visited several doctors to get help
on my thyroid issues, all of them wanted to put me on anti-depressants. Thanks a lot Paula for
your commitment to getting us healthful and in shape and your ability to making it all
understandable. It really is loaded with informative principles that are useful not only to lose excess
weight but to live a wholesome life.! It has helped me transform my body! Fat Loss Revolution would
make a great addition for anyone looking to improve their life and live it with their fullest potential. I
received so much from her book THE ENERGY Of 4 I bought copies for my four adult kids and
their families... Each of them have found the publication a treasure of great information and incredibly
useful for a healthy lifestyle. She does an excellent job of explaining how hormones function and
how they can get off balance from food and over exercise. After erradicating dairy, potato chips,
wheat, flour, glucose, cereals and adding coconut / almond milk, organic entire foods, and liver
organ, my whole world has changed. After fourteen days, my pants fit better already, I'm not really
bloated, and with Paula's snacking suggestions (try the kale chips), I want for nothing!. I am slimming
down with proper nutrition, supplements and exercises suggested in this reserve. Don't spend a lot
of money on crash diets or weird "weight loss" supplements. It generally does not work. Paula's
book will show you how to exercise and how exactly to eat. Like she mentions several times in her
book, this won't happen over evening; you should dedicate you to ultimately this. I found her
explanations on simply why you want to or ought to be doing certain points very informative and
useful. Anything goes could be more threatening than helpful. I've also done her 21 day Challenge amazing! Its about proper diet and exercise. In the long run, you will be so happy you did.l details in
this publication !. I picked up a duplicate of Paula's book, read it and began to really think about my

hormones and how I eat.Norma Meredith On My Method. I love the way the author makes is simple
to learn and understand. l info in this book! The very best book on weight loss you will ever read
Are you seeking to change your physique both externally in addition to internally? If the answer is
yes, search no further than FAT REDUCTION Revolution created by an amazing and experienced
health and fitness professional, Paula Owens. Paula's latest book WEIGHT LOSS Revolution
provides all the tools you need to transform your body and as a result your life. Her guidance will
get you to where you wish to be! I had been doing most of the items she recommends due to
reading this book but now I've made further changes and it is spending off in that I am feeling great
and healthy. If you are serious about getting healthy, losing body fat and achieving the figure you
have always dreamed of then read and heed Paula's words. I take advantage of it such as a
reference book and go back and look things up at all times. I would understand.For all those of us
that want to do our best and have nearly figured it out - this reserve is for you personally! My wish
to you all is definitely that you allow her to mentor you through her words. Love everything about
this book! Paula Owens is incredibly knowledgeable about nutrition, health, fitness, and many other
subjects involving medical issues. She has been my mentor for years. I am finally obtaining back to
my normal personal with the information in this book and Paula Owens various other book. Two
Stars did not findthe stimulating. Great Wellness Tool for People Seeking to Restore Their Health This
book is a great companion book to the energy of 4 by Paula Owens. It provides helped my wife
find practical actions to lose weight and make her wellness her top priority. Very helpful!! I'm a 43 12
months old female suffering from mysterious fatigue, hair thinning, heart palpiations and weird
reactions to meals. This book is informational and inspirational way to live an optimal lifestyle. A must
have! I extremely recomend this publication and am buyinging copies for most of my freinds and
relatives. I love this book but I think the name does not ... I love this book but I believe the name will
not completely explain everything that it's about. I experience it is a book about attaining and
keeping optimal wellbeing; it's not just about fat loss. demystifying their romantic relationship to health
and sense well. She lives her craft. I also head to Paula's website Blog page for information.
Recently, I became a customer of hers so that she could customize a treatment plan based on my
very own unique blood chemistry and symptoms. Paula tells you truths you might not have know
before or even thought were linked to fat loss. Very helpful! I bought The Kindle edition so I could
own it immediately. This book is informational and inspirational way to live an . Once again Paula
has damaged the facts down for everyone's understanding. Worth the Money After years of
treating my thyroid and thousands spent, I finally found my answer . . . Paula Owens.Paula gives
you the tools so you can start rendering it happen immediately. Paula's FAT REDUCTION Revolution
with transformation your mind about what you "think" is normally healthful, from what "is" truly
healthful, and how chemical substances and food affect our hormonal stability. You won't be
disappointed! Fat Loss Revolution is a Wealth of information This book is amazing! non-e of them
saw a thyroid issue, they thought it had been all in my head despite the fact that my weight got
ballooned. She shares a wealth of health info and pulls no punches on rendering it very clear what
one must do to get and keep their wellness. I highly recommend this book and most important I
highly recommend Paula Owens for your health needs. This is an excellent book if you would like to
improve your health and stay ... This is a fantastic book if you would like to improve your health and
remain healthy.This books is indeed much more when compared to a another diet book. Mary Ann,
Phoenix, Az This book is a keeper.
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